Level 24 impossible quiz answer

How to get past level 24 in the impossible quiz.
The Impossible Quiz answers and cheats for every level of the game. Looking for a creatively challenging game? Try your luck at Splapp-Me-Do and inXile Entertainment’s The Impossible Quiz. The game is currently available for all iOS devices including iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch, and can also be played in your browser in classic Flash mode.
Banging your head on the wall because you can’t find an answer? No worries, here you will find all of The Impossible Quiz answers and cheats! The Impossible Quiz Answers and Walkthroughs Introducing The Impossible Quiz, the game that requires you to stay on your toes and think out of the box. With 110 completely innovative levels, The
Impossible Quiz will sharpen your wits while you engage in some of the most difficult riddles you will ever find on a quiz game. If you’re a fan of riddle and trivia games…well…Impossible Quiz is going to have you playing for hours and hours! You’re not going to put this game down! When you begin the Impossible Quiz, you will start with a question or
task. After you answer every question, you will be rapidly thrown at another increasingly difficult problem. In addition to that, you are going to be timed along the way and you will only be allowed to make 3 mistakes. When you run out of lives, you will lose all of of your progress and will be forced to start all over. You’ll find skips throughout the game
too, which let you skip a hard level. However, you need to use all of them to beat the last level, so you can’t use any of them beforehand or you’ll lose! But come on, that’s not going to happen to you because we’ve got all The Impossible Quiz answers covered. Every level in The Impossible Quiz differs. For instance, you may be required to navigate a
maze or pick the correct picture. But player beware, because not every question is what it seems. You will need to study every question and follow every visual with the keenest of eyes in order to pass the test. Think you are up to the challenge? Well, there is only one way to find out! And that is to play the game all the way through! Seriously,
Impossible Quiz is going to be a tough road for you! If you love frustrating but creatively genius trivia challenges, then The Impossible Quiz is the game for you. Master all of the levels of the game and wow your friends with your intellect and awesomeness. The game is no joke as it will require you to be on the top of your riddle game. But fear not
friend. We have compiled all The Impossible Test levels with answers and cheats right here. Moving your mouse over each of the stripes will make several similarly-coloured letters appear above the box. There are different letters for each coloured stripe, and a few symbols as well. How do you beat level 345 on brain test? brain test level 347. What is
the answer to 24 on the impossible quiz? Moving your mouse over each of the stripes will make several similarly-coloured letters appear above the box. There are different letters for each coloured stripe, and a few symbols as well. How do you do number 24 on the impossible quiz 2? The answer is NOT “Crabs”, as logical as it may sound. The actual
answer is “Space”, since the word “sea” is actually meant as the letter “C”, and the “C” key is located right above the Space bar in all keyboards. How do you pass the impossible quiz? The rules are simple: you’re given three lives, and you’ll lose one with every mistake you make. Losing all lives will cause a Game Over. You must beat all 110 questions
of the game in a single take, no checkpoints in-between. How do you do level 25 on the impossible quiz? The answer to this question is “shoe polish“. Shoe polish contains silver nitrate, and it’s said that silver items (like bullets) can be used to kill werewolves. How do you pass level 26 on the impossible quiz? There are seven possible answers within
the signs: “Germansweek“, “Bitchfield”, “Arsefacey”, “Blubberhouses”, “Brown Willy”, “Budd’s Titson” and “Twatt”. All of these names belong to real places which you can find in the UK, except for “Arsefacey”, which is the correct answer. How many holes does a Polo have? It asks you “How many holes in a polo?”, with the possible answers being all
numbers from one to four. The answer to the question is “4”, since it’s talking about the holes in the letters that form the words “a polo”. There is one hole each in the letters A, P, and the two O’s. What happens if you P P P up a penguin? Question 10 of The Impossible Quiz 2 asks you “What happens if you p… p… p… pick up a penguin?”. The
potential answers include “Nothing”, “It pecks your face off”, “It fills your stomach” and “Penguin poo”. … Click it and you’ll be sent to the next question. How do you do level 34 on the impossible quiz? In the iOS version of The Impossible Quiz, since there is no cursor (because there is no mouse either), the task was changed to “Elephants like being
touched!”. In order to proceed, you have to put your finger on the screen and hold it until the three elephants have gone inside the mouse hole. How do you beat question 23 on the impossible quiz 2? The answer is simple but clever at the same time: in order to win this game, you have to grab the circle that encloses the question number with your
mouse and drag it to the empty square in the middle of the bottom row. This way, you’ll get 3 O’s in a row and win the tic-tac-toe, before moving on to the next question. What is the hardest question in the impossible quiz? Question 110 from the Impossible Quiz is the final question in the game, and the tenth and last one of The Epic 10 questions. It is
a 10-second bomb question and features a task that may be either extremely easy or completely impossible to complete, depending on how you have played the whole quiz to this point. How many levels does the impossible quiz have? There are 5 levels in the game (2 in iOS and Android normal versions), four of which with original music. In Normal

Mode, If the player dies in this mode, the level starts over. In Practice Mode, flags (checkpoints) can be placed. If the player dies in this mode, the player respawns at the flag they recently placed. How long is the impossible quiz? Single-PlayerPolledMedianMain Story14h 35mAll PlayStyles14h 35m What is the answer to question 24 on the impossible
quiz 3? Question 24 of the Impossible Quiz Book asks “Which smell lingers for far too long?”. The answer choices on the screen are “Cheese”, “B.O.” (which stands for “body odor”), “Corned beef” and “Cow pat”. As disgusting as some of these options may sound, apparently, none of them has a smell that lingers for far too long. How do you do level 28
on the impossible quiz? Question 28 of The Impossible Quiz is the first picture question in the game, asking “What is this?”. Below the text, there is a picture of a happy dancing cupcake wearing a ballet costume. The possible answers are “Ballet bun”, “Fairy cake“, “Abundance”, and “Cruel!”. What is the answer to the impossible quiz number 27?
Question 27 (iOS) The new Question 27 asks “How many times can you fit into a vacuum?”. The options you’re given are “Once”, “Thrice”, “Twice” and “Life is a vacuum”. The correct answer is “Twice”, as that’s how many times the letter “u” (you) appears in the word “vacuum”. How do you do level 29 on the impossible quiz? Question 29 from the
Impossible Quiz says “What flavour is cardboard?”, while the possible answers say “Honey”, “Pork scratchings”, “Egg mayonnaise“, and “Talc”. The correct answer is “Egg Mayonnaise” because Splapp-Me-Do doesn’t like egg mayonnaise at all. He actually thinks it tastes like cardboard! What is the answer to 52 on the impossible quiz? The answer in
this case is “Hello Score”, since Splapp-Me-Do is greeting the Score, so you should be polite as well and greet it by saying “Hello”! Can a match a box? The answer is “No, but a tin can” because the question is asking if a match is able to box, rather than the word “matchbox”, due to the answer “No, but a tin can” being the same, in terms of a pun.
What is the ball in Polo called? Fiberglass polo balls, commonly known as Argentinean balls, have dealt a deadly blow to the bamboo polo ball industry. A ball sport- played on horses- commonly called Polo. The modern outdoor polo ball is composed of high-impact plastic. What is a Polo 6R? The fifth-generation Volkswagen Polo (codenamed Typ 6R)
debuted in March 2009 at the Geneva Motor Show and for 2010, it was chosen the European Car of the Year. … It is also wider, lighter and more spacious compared to the VW Polo Mk4, which translates into slightly improved practicality. What is the answer to number 11 on the impossible quiz? The choices are “December 3rd”, “n”, “a question
mark”, and “142 dwarves”. While it would seem sensible to choose “December 3rd” or “A question mark”, the answer in this case is “n”, because it’s what follows the word “December” the second; in other words, it’s the second character after the word. What is the answer to question 15 in the impossible quiz? To solve this question, you need to type
“horse” in the in-game keyboard, since a horse makes the sounds mentioned by the message, not to mention there’s the horse’s silhouette right there. If you complete the question, the letters will turn green. What is the answer to number 21 on the impossible quiz 2? Question 21 of the Impossible Quiz Book consists of a rather simple division: it says
“21 ÷ 10 = ?”. The potential answers include “2”, “210”, a question mark (“?”) and “Maths!”. There’s a 10-second bomb on screen. The answer to the division is “2.1“. How do you do level 33 on the impossible quiz? Question 33 from The Impossible Quiz asks “How many letters in his hand?”, and next to it there’s a drawing of a cut-off hand holding
nine letters. The choices are all four numbers from 7 to 10. The answer is “7” because the question is asking how many letters are in the words “His hand”. How do you do number 37 on the impossible quiz? Just like in Question 34 from the first Quiz, all you have to do to pass this question is to move your cursor away from the game’s screen (or put it
on the Toggle Music/Quality buttons, which also works) since elephants dislike mice. What is number 43 on the impossible quiz? The correct answer is “Tom Cruise”, since the question’s also referencing the movie “Jerry Maguire”, whose titular character was portrayed by Tom Cruise. How do you answer number 23 on the impossible quiz? While any
of the first three options would have made perfect sense, the answer in this case is actually “Bran”, since in order to save all of your changes in MS Paint, you must first give a name to the file where you want to save said changes, and “Bran” simply fills in as the file’s name. How do you beat Poki on the impossible quiz? How to play The Impossible
Quiz? Click the right answer out the of the four options. Use Skips to skip a particular questions of the game. Watch out for Bombs which have a timer to answer the question before the time runs out or it is Game Over. What is world's hardest question? Science is based on the correspondence theory of truth, which claims that truth corresponds with
facts and reality. Various philosophers have put forth substantive challenges to the truth claims made by science. What is the hardest question in life? Can spenders and savers stay married? … Is money the root of all evil? … What do you do if you see a parent berating a child? Why is it so hard to say you’re wrong? … When should you reveal a secret
you said you wouldn’t? … Does the toast really always fall buttered-side down? What is the answer to 53 on the impossible quiz? In short, the correct answer is LOAD “ “, which is what you must type in a ZX Spectrum/Splapptrum to load a game. What is the answer to the impossible quiz number 22? Question 22 from the Impossible Quiz states that
“The choice is yours”, with the four possible options below being “+1 life”, “-1 life”, “Escape!!”, and “+1 skip“. The answer is “+1 skip”, because it’s like an instant skip to the next question. How do you beat level 22 on the impossible quiz? The correct answer is a green tick, which is located on the right side of the screen, slightly below the middle.
The hitbox of the mark is extremely small, so it might take a while to find its location. How many holes are in 2 polos? If each Polo mint has only one hole, then two Polos will have two holes (one each), so the correct answer to this question is “Two”. How does a torch make a bucket lighter? The answer is “Torch”, because the question is not referring
to “lighter” as in weight, but rather to the brightness of the inside of the bucket. A torch (or flashlight, as some call it) makes the inside of a bucket brighter, or “lighter”. What is the answer to number 49 on the impossible quiz? The choices are “Slap-Me-Do”, “Slapp-Me-Do”, “Spapp-Me-Do” and “Splapp-Me-Do”. Only one of the options is spelled
correctly and that’s the bottom right one, “Splapp-Me-Do”. Click it to proceed. How do you beat question 39 on the impossible quiz? The correct answer to this question is “Cylindrical Adventures“, which is the name of the animation the dancing cylinder belongs to. How do you do 72 on the impossible quiz? Question 72 of The Impossible Quiz is the
second searching question of the game (and the third in the series), where the screen is completely black and you must find one small object, which is a light switch. It’s a safe question, so you’re free to click wherever you want on the screen without losing any lives..
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